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INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to introduce a class of commutative Noetherian 
algebras, namely the rings of sections of flasque sheaves of regular com- 
mutative algebras on finite posets. Our main result (Theorem 6.4) gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for these rings to be Cohen-Macaulay. 
This is a generalization (and a new proof) of Reisner’s theorem concerning 
the Cohen-Macaulayness of Stanley-Reisner rings which was first proved 
in [12] (also see [3]). 
This work was started as an attempt to define, for an arbitrary 
Noetherian ring R, a combinatorial invariant which in the case of a 
Stanley-Reisner ring would be its initial simplicial complex K. However, 
even when R is a Stanley-Reisner ring it is much easier to reconstruct the 
dual complex K’ from R. For that one should take the poset X of all sums 
of the minimal prime ideals of R and consider the standard covering of X 
by the sets Xc,,= {xEX~X~UJ, one for each atom a of X. Then K’ is the 
nerve of this covering. The factor rings with respect to the elements of X 
(which turn out to be polynomial rings in this case) form a sheaf on X and 
R is isomorphic to the ring of the sections of the sheaf. This observation 
leads naturally to the consideration of an arbitrary sheaf 9I of rings on a 
finite poset X and of the ring R = T(9I) of its sections. If one wants to study 
a property of R, it seems to be reasonable to assume that this property (or 
even a stronger one) holds for the stalks of ‘?I (“locally”) and then to find 
the conditions on A’ which imply this property for R (“globally”). 
In this paper, we employ that approach to the Cohen-Macaulayness. It 
turns out that the crucial assumption for the whole theory is that the sheaf 
‘9I is flasque (“flabby”). In order to prove the main theorem, we need to 
suppose also that X is a prelattice and the stalks of ‘$I are regular algebras 
(although a series of intermediate results are proved under more general 
assumptions). 
The structure and the results of the paper are as follows. In Section 1, we 
introduce the main object of the paper: the ring R = T(a) of sections (fhe 
section ring) of a flasque sheaf 2I of integral domains on a poset X. 
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Propositions 1.1-1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 contain several properties of these rings 
which are used frequently in the rest of the paper. At the end of the section, 
we show (Corollary 1.12) that this class of rings can be completely charac- 
terized by certain properties of prime ideals. 
In Section 2, we show (Theorem 2.1) that a localization of R is again the 
section ring of a flasque sheaf on a subset of X. If X is ranked (which, in 
fact, is a necessary condition for R to be Cohen-Macaulay) then one can 
try to construct a natural candidate for a regular system in R of sections 
which are equal to zero starting at some level. We give a rigorous definition 
of such systems (calling them standard) in Section 3. Then we prove 
(Theorem 3.2 and 3.3) the existence of standard systems under certain con- 
ditions both on the stalks of Cu and on R. 
In Section 4, we recall well-known results about the cohomology of a 
ranked poset X with coefficients in a sheaf. We are especially interested in 
the case when the spectral sequence corresponding to the rank filtration of 
X has only one nonzero row and therefore gives a convenient 
cohomological complex of R-modules. Several simple facts about this com- 
plex are proved at the end of the section (Proposition 4.1, Corollaries 4.2 
and 4.3). 
Section 5 contains the main technical result of the paper, Theorem 5.1. 
This states that all standard systems become regular at the same time, and 
gives an equivalent condition for that to occur in terms of the cohomology 
of X. The assumption that ‘?I is a sheaf of F-algebras for a field F allows us 
to use cohomology with constant coefficients (in F). Here the tool can be 
described as a C-regular system in a ring R for a complex C of R-modules. 
Section 6 is devoted to the proof of our principal result (Theorem 6.4). It 
gives a condition on X and 2I equivalent to the Cohen-Macaulayness of R. 
Finally, Section 7 is devoted to applications. A large class of examples is 
given by the Stanley-Reisner (face) rings of complexes. We describe them 
as section rings and show that Reisner’s theorem follows easily from 
Theorem 6.4. We also illustrate by examples other possible applications of 
this theorem. 
After a preliminary version of this paper had already been written my 
attention was drawn to the series of papers [ 15, 16, 17, 181 where the sec- 
tion rings of sheaves on posets were considered under the name of glued 
rings. In [15], certain sheaves closed to the flasque sheaves were applied 
for computations in K-theory. In [ 16, IS], the CohenMacaulayness of the 
coordinate rings of certain two-dimensional varieties was proved. In fact, 
some of these coordinate rings are the section rings of flasque sheaves and 
for them these results follow from our main theorem. Theorem 6.4 can be 
applied to much more general varieties independently of their dimension. 
Hence, it can be viewed as a step in the direction suggested in [ 16, 
Sect. 111. 
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Throughout this paper, every ring is associative, commutative, 
Noetherian and has an identity element 1. Every ring homomorphism 
maps 1 to 1. We adopt the terminology of [ 111. In particular, a ring is 
regular if its localization at each prime ideal is a regular local ring. Every 
partially ordered set is called poset and every poset will be finite except the 
lattice L(A) of all ideals of a ring A. Most terms from the theory of posets 
are either explained or self-explanatory (such as “bounded from above,” 
“least upper bound,” etc.) The definition and main facts about distributive 
lattices can be found in [4]. If X is a poset then Xop is the same set with 
the opposite order. Finally, every poset X can be provided with a con- 
sistent enumeration which is a one-to-one monotone mapping X+ 
{l,..., n}, n being the number of elements in X. Then every statement 
depending on x E X as parameter can be proved by induction. We call this 
method “induction on x” (xEX) or “induction with respect to X.” 
I am grateful to J. Leahy for bringing the papers [ 15, 16, 17, 181 to my 
attention. 
1. SECTION RINGS OF FLASQUE SHEAVES 
Let X be a poset. The (order) topoZogy on X is defined as the collection 
of all increasing subsets of X, i.e., the subsets which with every element x 
contain also all elements greater than X. For every ZE X we put X, = 
{xd-lx>z}, XZ= {x~X~X~Z}, X’= {x~Xjx<z}, and X2’;= 
(XEXlX6Z). 
We consider sheaves on the topological space X valued in one of the 
following categories: rings, F-algebras for a field F and A-modules for a 
ring A. For each of these categories, the general definition of a sheaf on a 
topological space (see, e.g., [ 81) can be easily specified for the order 
topology. For example, for the category of rings this amounts to the 
following. A sheaf ‘$I of rings on X consists of rings (2Iu), = A, for XE X 
which are called the stalks of Cu, and ring homomorphisms P,.~: A, + A,, 
for every x, y E X such that x < y. The homomorphisms should satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) P.~.~= l,, for every XE X and 
(ii) P-~P,,~=P=-~ for every x, y, ZSX such that x<y<z. These 
sheaves could also be called diagrams in the category of rings. The general 
notions of homomorphisms, restrictions to subsets, subsheaves and 
quotient sheaves could be found, for example, in [5] and easily specialized 
for each category of sheaves on X. 
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If ‘$I is a sheaf of rings on X we can form the ring n,,, x A,. If 
SET.,.. A, we denote by s(x) its projection to A,. We put 
ww= {=rLx A,[ P~,~s(x) = s( y), x, y E X, x 6 y } and call the elements 
of f(a) the sections of ‘?I on X. Clearly, R = T(2I) is a subring of n.,.Ex A r. 
One can easily prove that R is Noetherian (cf. [ 10, Sect. 2.1, Ex. 91). We 
will also call R the section ring of ‘8. For every subset Y c X, Y # 0, we 
denote by p ,, the restriction homomorphism r(2I) + r(2II Y). The sheaf ‘$I 
is calledflusque if pl, is an epimorphism for every nonempty open subset 11 
of X. Note that r(9I ) X.,) z A ~ for every .Y E X and if we put p\- = px, then 
p,..,p.,. = p?. for x < y. In particular, if ‘?I is flasque all homomorphisms p,.,. 
are epimorphisms. Also, we put P,= Ker p, = (SE Rls(x) =0} for every 
.Y E X. Clearly, P, is an ideal of R and P, c P,. for .\T 6~3. The notation will 
be used throughout the paper without further explanations. 
In the rest of this section, we study properties of flasque sheaves of 
integral domains. So in the propositions befow !!I = (A,, p,) is a fixed flas- 
que sheaf of integral domains on a poset X. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For every x E X, the ideal P, is prime, A, N RIP, and 
fx E xm,, P, = 0, where Xmin is the set of all atoms (minimal elements) of X. 
In particular, the ring R is reduced. 
Proof: Immediate. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For every unbounded from above pair of elements z, 
and z2 of X we have P,, + P,, = R. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary element SE R and consider the open set 
V = Xz, v R,,. Since Xz, n xz, = 0 and 2l is flasque, there exists t E R such 
that t(x) = 0 if x E Xz,, and t(x) = s(x) if x G Xz*. Since t E P,, and s - t E Pz2, 
we have s E P,, + P,,. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If for x, YE X a join x v y exists then P, v y = 
px+p,. 
Proof: If x2 y or y >x then the result is immediate. Hence, we can 
assume that x and y are incomparable. Put U = Xxv X,, and take an 
arbitrary s E P, v y. Since Zx A Xy has the unique atom x v y and 
s(x v y) = 0, we can define the section t E T(2I 1 U) by the conditions t(x) = 
s(x) and t(y) = 0. Extending t to an element IE R, we have ie P, and 
s-ieP,, whence SEP,+P,,. 
In general, there may be inclusions between the ideals P, which do not 
follow from the order on X. To get rid of them, we need to put an extra 
condition on ?I. 
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We say that the sheaf 2I is sharp if every homomorphism pyx (x < y) has 
a non trivial kernel. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose 2I is sharp. Zf x 4S y (x, y E X) then P, @ P.v. 
In particular, n, E x P, = 0 is an irredundant primary representation of 0 and 
{PrlxEXmin} is th e set of all minimal prime ideals of R. 
Proof Let x, y E X and x 4 y. Put again U = 8, u z,,. If z1 ,..., zk are 
the successors of y in U and Ki = Ker pzLv (i = l,..., k) then Ki is a prime 
nonzero ideal of the integral domain A,. Hence, ni=, Ki # 0 and there 
exists a section tEf(2Illl) such that 0 # t(y)E fir=, Kj and t(u)=0 for 
u E U\ { y}. Extend t to a section t E R. Clearly, t E P,\P.,. 
Remark 1.5. If c1I is not sharp we can reduce X to a subset Y such that 
‘2 1 Y is flasque, sharp and T(‘2I 1 Y) N R. This statement is based on the 
following observations (we omit detailed proofs). 
(i) Consider the equivalence relation on X generated by the relation: 
x N y if x < y and pvx is an isomorphism. Then each equivalence class C has 
a unique maximal element m, in C. 
(ii) If for equivalence classes C and D there exist elements x E C and 
ycD such that x<y then m,<m,. 
cond%ns !?thz ,jtTGkzt. 
is an equivalence class). Then Y satisfies the 
The fact that a sheaf is flasque allows one by definition to extend sections 
from open subsets of X. However, if we put an extra condition on X we will 
be able to extend sections from much more general subsets. 
The poset X is said to be a prefattice if its every nonempty bounded from 
above subset Z has a join (least upper bound) VZ. Clearly, this is 
equivalent to the similar characterization in terms of greatest lower bounds. 
We say that YC X is join-closed if for every Zc Y such that i/Z exists in 
X, we have VZE Y. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X be a prelattice and let Y be a nonempty 
join-closed subset of X. Then p : R -+ r(2l j Y) is an epimorphism and 2I 1 Y is 
Basque. 
Proof: Denote the atoms of Y by y, ,..., y, and put U = UT=, x -“,. Since 
2l is flasque and U is open, it suffices to prove that the restriction 
p yU : T(‘% 1 U) + T(cU 1 Y) is an epimorphism. If u E U then p n Y is a non- 
empty bounded from above subset of X. Hence, there exists y(u) = 
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V(Pn Y) and J(U)E Y. We can define t E T(2I 1 U) by t(u) = p,,.(,,s[y(u)]. 
Indeed, if u, u E U and u d u then y(u) 6 y(o) and 
P,ut(u) = P”UP,,(,,~CYW = P”.“(“)PI’(“)y(u~~cY(~)I = P,,,LTm4~)1 = t(o). 
Clearly, p yU t = s which completes the proof of the first statement. 
To prove that ‘?I1 Y is flasque, note that every open subset of Y has the 
form Vn Y where V is an open subset of X and V/n Y is join-closed in I’. 
Hence, in the commutative diagram 
the homomorphisms p ,, and p Vn y,V are epimorphisms. It follows 
immediately that pvn y,y is an epimorphism also. 
Remark 1.7. Clearly, the Propositions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6 hold for every 
flasque sheaf of rings on A’. Indeed, we have never used in their proofs that 
the ideals P, are prime. 
For constructing examples of flasque sheaves the following proposition is 
very useful. Here we fix a field F and call a ring affine if it is a finitely 
generated algebra over F. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let ‘?I be a (Jasque) sheaf of affine rings on a poser X 
(in particular, every P,.~ is an F-homomorphism). Then R = T(cU) is affine. 
Proof: This is Corollary 1.5 of [ 151. 
COROLLARY 1.9. For every field F and every poset X, there exists a 
jlasque sheaf of polynomial rings (over F) on X. 
Proof: We use induction with respect to Xop. If a flasque sheaf ‘u, of 
polynomial rings is defined on X, for some a E X then T(%,,) is affme and, 
hence, is the image of a polynomial ring A under a homomorphism cp: 
A + T(cU,,). Putting A, = A and p,,(r) = q(r)(u), u E X,, r E A, we extend 
)2I,, to a flasque sheaf on X,. 
In the last part of the section, we characterize the rings which can be 
represented as rings of sections of flasque sheaves. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let A be a ring, X a prelattice of proper ideals of A 
ordered by inclusion, 2l the sheaf of rings A/I, I E X, with the standard pro- 
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jections, and cp: A -+ T(Iu) the natural ring homomorphism (q(a)(I) = 
a + Z, a E A, I E X). Zf ‘% isflasque then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) cp is an epimorphism; 
(ii) (a) ZfIv f exists in X (I, YEX) then Iv R=Z+f, 
(b) if I v 3 does not exist in X then I + f = A, 
(c) the sublattice generated by X in the lattice L(A) of all ideals 
of A is distributive (and therefore finite). 
Proof: This follows easily from Theorem 1.2 of [ 151. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let ‘9I be a sheaf of rings on a prelattice X. The sheaf 
‘8 is flasque if and only iffor every x E X: 
(i) p.a is an epimorphism (y E X, y b x), 
(ii) Ker p,,, + Ker p_\- = Ker pF v =.~ if y v z exists in X and 
Ker pF.r + Ker pz; = A ~ otherwise (y, z E X, y 3 x, z 3 x), 
(iii) the ideals Ker pFr (YE X, y 2x) generate a distributive lattice in 
L(4). 
Proof If ?I is flasque the condition (i) follows immediately. Moreover, 
2I 1 X, and ‘%I X, are flasque and the restriction A, + f(‘u 1 X,) is an 
epimorphism. Then, the conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from the 
proposition. Conversely, suppose that the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold 
for every x E X and consider the poset 0 of all nonempty open subsets of X, 
ordered by inclusion. It suffices to prove that 2I III is flasque for every 
U E Co using induction on U. In other words, assuming that 2I 1 U is flasque 
for some U E 0 and taking x E X such that all successors of x lie in U, we 
have to prove that the restriction A ~ -+ T(2I I U) is an epimorphism. Apply- 
ing Proposition 1.10, we complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.12. A ring R is the section ring of a ji’asque sheaf of 
integral domains on a prelattice if and on1.v if(i) R is reduced, (ii) all sums of 
the minimal prime ideals of R are either prime or R, and (iii) the minimal 
prime ideals generate a distributive lattice in L(R). 
Proof: (1) Suppose that R is the section ring of a flasque sheaf QI of 
integral domains A,Y on a prelattice X. The condition (i) follows 
immediately from 1.1. According to Remark 1.5, we can assume that 2I is 
sharp. Then (ii) follows from 1.4, 1.3, and 1.2. Moreover, the prelattice Y of 
all joins of the atoms of X is a join-closed subset of X, containing all atoms 
of X. Hence, 1.6 implies that R E T(‘9I 1 Y) and ‘9I j Y is flasque. Applying 
Proposition 1.10 to the isomorphism R -+ f(2I I Y), we obtain (iii). 
(2) Conversely, suppose that the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Con- 
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sider the prelattice X of the prime ideals of R which are the sums of 
minimal ideals of R. Consider the sheaf 2l of the integral domains 
A,= R/P (PEX) on X. Then the conditions (ii)(a), (ii)(b), and (ii)(c) of 
Proposition 1.10 hold and consequently the natural homomorphism 
cp: R -+ r(Z) is an epimorphism. Since R is reduced, cp is a monomorphism 
also which completes the proof. 
Remark 1.13. Part (1) of the proof shows that if R is the section ring of 
a flasque sheaf of integral domains on a prelattice X then one can assume 
without loss of generality that X is atomic (i.e., every element in X is the 
join of atoms). 
2. LOCALIZATION 
Let X be a prelattice and ‘?a a flasque sharp sheaf of integral domains on 
X.IfPisaprimeidealofR=f((rI)weputXP=j~~~X~P,~P}.Wealso 
denote by 2f, the sheaf on Y= X” with the stalks (‘It.),, = (a,.)./,, (.Y E Y) 
and with the homomorphisms ppz which are the localizations of p,= 
(.I’, z E Y, JJ 3 2). We call ‘$I, the localixtion of +a at P. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) R,= T(‘u,). (ii) The sheaf tiL1, is flasque. 
Proqf: (i) Put S= Z(%l Y). It follows from 1.4 and 1.3 that Y is non- 
empty and join-closed. Then due to 1.5, the restriction homomorphism 
p y: R + S is an epimorphism. Put I-Ker pv. Since Ic P we have 
R,/f2: S,, where 1 is the image of I in the local ring R,. We will prove 
now that f= (0). For that it sufhces to find an element r E R\P such that 
rm = 0 for every m E I. To construct such an element r, denote by z, ,..., zk 
the atoms of X\ Y (if X= Y then there is nothing to prove). Since P, SL P 
for every i, 1 ,< i < k, we have fif=, P=, G P and we take r E (f-j:= , P,,)\P. If 
now m E I then m(x) = 0 for .x E Y and r(x) = 0 for x E X\ Y whence rm = 0. 
Hence, we have R, = S,, and according to 1.6, the sheaf 2I 1 Y is flasque. 
This implies that without loss of generality we can assume that Y = X. 
Now let (r/s) E R, (r E R, s E R\P). Evaluating r and s at every x E X we 
obtain an element f(r/s)E f(‘%,). It is clear that the mapping 
f: R, -+ I-(‘%,) is a well defined monomorphism of the rings. Let us prove 
that f is an epimorphism and, thus, an isomorphism. For every f E Z(au,) 
and every atom x, (i = l,..., k) of X we choose an arbitrary representative 
ri/si = t(x,) where ri E A., and SUE A,\(P/P,). Since ?I is flasque, we can 
choose USER such that ui(x,) =si and we put v = nf=, ui. Since 
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ui(xi) $ P/P,, we have Ui $ P and, thus, v $ P. One can easily see that for 
every x E X and every i, 1 Q i < k, such that xi < x we have 
(3.1) 
Besides, since DE R, we define an element WE R putting w(x) = 
p.,,,(r,nj.j~,j(~,)). According to (3.1), f(~‘/v)= t whence .f is an 
isomorphism. 
(ii) Proving the second statement, if suffices again to consider the 
case when Y = X. If U c X is an open subset then R’ = f(U) % R/y where 
9 is an ideal of R and f c P. Thus , R’,,, is a factor ring of R,. Now, the 
statement follows immediately from (i) and the equality 91u, 1 U = (2I 1 U), = 
WlWP,,f. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For every prime ideal P qf R, the set Xp has a unique 
maximal element. 
Proof According to the theorem, the ring of the sections of a flasque 
sheaf on Xp is local. Then the result follows immediately from 1.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3. R is local if and only if X has a unique maximal 
element and A ~ is local for every x E X. 
Proof: Follows easily from 1.2 and Corollary 2.2. 
3. STANDARD SYSTEMS IN LOCAL SECTION RINGS 
Here, we introduce certain systems of elements the R-regularity of which 
will be studied in Section 5. 
In this section, we consider only ranked posets. A poset X is said to be 
ranked (or graded) if for every x E x all maximal chains 
s, <x2 < ... <x, =x have the same number of elements. This number 
n = rk(x) is called the rank of x. In particular, the elements of rank 1 are 
the atoms of X. The number rk(X) = max,,, rk(x) is called the rank of X. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a ranked poset with a unique maximal 
element m of rank n. Let ‘VI be a flasque sheaf on X of local integral 
domains and dim A, = d. A system (r, ,..., rn+dp ,) of elements of the 
maximal ideal M of R = T(2I) is called standard if for every x E X of rank i 
we have r,(x)= ... =ripl(x)=O and (r;(x),..., rn+dmm i(x)) is an A.-regular 
system. In particular, r,,(m) ,..., r,,+d ~, (m) form an Am-regular system in the 
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maximal ideal M/P,,, of A, which implies that A, is a Cohen-Macaulay 
(CM) ring. 
Now, we will consider a condition on 21 sufficient for the existence of a 
standard system. 
THEOREM 3.2. Adopting the notation of Definition 3.1, if A, is a regular 
ring and dim A (i + rk (x) = n + d for every .Y E X, then there exists a standard 
s.vstem in M. 
Proof: We use induction on n. If n = 1 then X= {m } and any regular 
system of parameters of R = A, is a standard system. Assume that n > 1 
and the statement holds for all posets of rank rz - 1. In particular, if 
Y = {x E XI rk(x) > 1 } then the pair ( Y, 2I ( Y) satisfies all conditions of the 
theorem with rk( Y) =n- 1. Thus, there exists a regular system 
(f2,...> F,?+d-,) in S= f(2I) Y). Since ‘u is flasque, the restriction 
homomorphism p y: R + S is an epimorphism. We choose rl ,..., r,, + rip , E R 
such that p y(ri) = F,, i= 2 ,..., n + d- 1. We have to define r, now. For every 
pair (x, y), x, YE X, such that x <y, rk(x) = 1 and rk(y) = 2, the regular 
local ring A,. is a factor ring of the local regular ring A, and dim A,. = 
dim A I; - 1. Thus, the ideal Ker P!.~ of A, is generated by a regular 
parameter t ,.~ of A 1. We put 
I>\ 
rk( 1.1 = 2 
(3.1) 
for every x E X of rank 1. It is clear that (3.1) defines an element r, E R and 
that the system (r,, r2 ,..., r,,+<, ]) satisfies the first requirement of 
Definition 3.1. 
It suffices to prove that, for every atom x of X, the system 
(rI(xL r,,+d- I (x)) is regular in A,. We fix an atom I E X, denote by 
y, ,..., JJ~ the successors of s and put pi = p~,.~, t, = t,.,,, i = l,..., h-. To use 
induction we prove the more general statement: 
the system (t, . . . t,, r?(x) ,..., r,? +d ,(r)) is regular in A, for 
every I, 1 <lfk. (3.2) 
We fix p, 1 <pQn+d- 1, and for every :EX, put I(Z)= (~~(2) ,..., 
rp~ ,(z)) A,. Suppose that 
cwp(.x)E (t, ... t,)+ Z(x), (3.3) 
for some CI E A.,. Applying p, to (3.3) we infer that 
(3.4) 
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Since the system (rz( y,),..., rp(yl)) is A.,,,-regular we infer from (3.4) that 
p,(a) E Z( y,) and thus 
a = ,Lh[ + yt, (3.5) 
for some PEA., and Y’EZ(X). Equality (3.5) proves the statement (3.2) for 
I= 1. Assume that I> 1 and (3.2) holds for I- 1. If we substitute (3.5) in 
(3.3) and apply p, again we deduce that 
pt,rp(X) = yt , . . . t, + 6, (3.6) 
for some y E A ~ and 6 E Z(x) n ( tr). Using (3.2) for I= 1 (but for t, instead of 
t,), we can write 6 = b’t, with some 6’ E Z(x) and cancel t, in (3.6). We have 
prp(X)E(f, . ..t.-,)+Z(x) (3.7) 
Applying the induction hypothesis to (3.7) we see that 
/?E(I~ ...tlpl)+Z(x) and due to (3.5) OIE (t, . ..t.)+Z(x). That proves 
(3.2) and the theorem. 
The importance of standard systems for CM rings is shown by the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Adopting the notation of Definition 3.1, u>e assume that VI 
is sharp and the ring A, is CM for every x E X. If, besides, R is CM then 
there exists a standard system in M which is R-regular. 
First, we prove a lemma which is probably known. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be a CM local ring with the maximal ideal M, let P 
be a prime ideal of A such that A’ = A/P is CM, let p he the projection 
A -+ A’ and let r, ,..., r,, he an A-regular system in A such that (r, ,..., rk) is a 
maximal A-regular system in P for certain k, 1 Q k < n. Then (rb + , ,..., rl) is 
an Al-regular system in M’ = M/P, where r: = prI, i = k + l,..., n. 
Proof We use induction on n-k. Since A’ is an integral domain and 
rk+,+PT (rb+l) is an A’-regular system. Assume that n - k > 1, 
(rl, r2,...r r,+ I ) is an A-regular system in M and (ri + , ,..., r:,) is A’-regular. 
Put I’ = (r; + I ,..., rk) A’, I= p ~ ‘Z’ and denote by Q’ a prime ideal of A’ 
containing I’ and rk+ , . Put also Q = p - ‘Q’. Since A and A’ are CM we 
can compute the height of Z using [ 11, Theorem 311: 
htZ=dimA-dimA/Z=dimA’+htP-dimA’/Z’ 
=htZ’+htP=n-k+k=n. 
(3.8) 
Thus, the system (rl ,..., r,) is a maximal A-regular system in Z as well as in 
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every minimal prime over-ideal of I. It follows that Q is not a minimal 
prime over-ideal of Z, i.e., ht Q > ht I. A computation similar to (3.8) gives 
ht Q’ = ht Q-k which implies that ht Q’ > ht I’, i.e., Q’ is not a minimal 
prime over-ideal of Z’. According to [ 11, Theorem 30(i)] it means that Q’ is 
not an associated prime of I’ and the system (r;+, ,..., rk+ 1) is regular. 
Proof of 3.3. First, we construct elements ri , i = 1, 2 ,..., n + d- 1, by 
induction on i subject to the following condition: for every i, 1 < id 
n + d- 1, the system (rlr..., ri) is R-regular and lies in the ideal P(i + I), 
where f’(j) = n rE x,rk~x~ =j P(x) ifjdn and P(j)=Mifj>n. For i= 1 and 
each atom XEX we can choose rl(x) E r)y,X ker pvX such that r,(x) ~0. 
Indeed, the intersection of nonzero prime ideals Ker p,,, of the intergral 
domain A, is a nonzero ideal. Clearly, r, E P(2) and is not a zero-divisor of 
R. Suppose 1 < i < n and (r, ,..., r,- ]) is an R-regular system in P(i). This 
system can be extended to a maximal R-regular system in P(i + 1) 
[ 11, p. 1001. Moreover, since 9I is flasque, R/P(i) is the ring of sections of 
9I 1 Y where Y = {x E XI rk(x) 3 i>. Hence, according to 1.4, all associated 
primes of P(i) are given by P,., J E X, rk(y) = i, and consequently 
depth.,, + , ,R > depth p,,,R. This implies that in the extended system there is 
an element ri from P(i + 1 )\ P(i). Finally, if an R-regular system 
(r 1 ,..., r,, ,) in M is already defined we just extend it to a maximal R- 
regular system in A4 and take d elements r,,, r,, + , ,..., r,, + dp , of the exten- 
sion which do not belong to P,,,. Their existence is guaranteed by the 
equality 
depth, R-depthpm R=ht M-ht P,=dim A,=d. 
To prove that (rl ,..., rn+d- 1) is a standard system we use Lemma 3.4. Fix 
XE X, rk(x) = i, and denote by p = pX the restriction homomorphism 
R + A,. It follows immediately from the above construction that the 
system (rl ,..., rnfd- 1 1 can be extended to a regular system (r, ,..., rn+d-, , 
s ,,..., sk) such that .E= (rl ,..., rip ,, sI ,..., sk) is a maximal regular system in 
P(i). Since P, is a minimal prime over-ideal of P(i), C is a miximal regular 
system in P., as well. Applying now Lemma 3.4 to the rings R 
and A,, we deduce that (pri,..., prn+d- ,) is a regular system in A, which 
completes the proof. 
4. COHOMOL~GY OF A RANKED POSET 
For a poset X and a sheaf 2I of abelian groups on X, the cohomology 
H*(X, ‘9l) of X with coefficients in % can be defined in a usual way as for 
an arbitrary topological space (see, e.g., [8]). For the rest of the section we 
assume that X is ranked. Then the rank-function defines the increasing 
filtration of X by the closed subsets Xi, i= 1, 2 ,..., rk(X), where x’= 
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{xEX]rk(x)<i}. F or every i, 1 < id r = rk(X), we denote by Bi the sheaf 
on X obtained by continuation by 0 of the sheaf 2I I(X\Xi). Clearly, there 
are natural embeddings of sheaves 
Applying now standard techniques of homological algebra (see, e.g., 
[7, XV.71) one can obtain a spectral sequence E;q =s. Hppq(X, 2l) where 
@ P-q- ‘(XX, A,) if p>l,l<qbp-1 
rk(x)=p 
Ef.q = 
0 A, if p=q=l 
rk(x) = 1 
0 otherwise 
(cf. Cll). 
We put now a condition on X and 21 which turns the above spectral 
sequence into a complex with the homology groups H’(X, ‘?I). In fact, we 
consider a generalization of almost Cohen-Macaulay posets defined by 
Baclawski [2] (cf. also [ 15, Sect. 01). We say that X is an ‘3-spherical 
poset if for every x E X, we have &Xx, A,) = 0 for 0 < i < rk(x) - 2 (note, 
that rk(x) - 2 is the highest dimension where cohomology of X-’ can be 
nonzero). If all groups A, (x E X) are algebras over a common field F then 
X is %-spherical if and only if it is F-spherical, that is, &X’, F) = 0, 
O<i<rk(x)-2, XEX. 
If X is ‘%-spherical then Epq can be nonzero only for q = 1. This gives 
E,p,q = HP ~ “(X, ‘9) and defines H’(X, ‘9I) as homology groups of the com- 
plex C(X) of abelian groups 
0 + CO(X) ---fL C’(X) --L 62 . ..- C’-‘(X)+0, (4.1) 
where C’(X)= @rk(x,=i+l Z?-‘(X’, A,), i> 1, r=rk(X), and Co(X)= 
63 rk(x)= r A, (cf. [2, Proposition 2.21). If 53 is a sheaf of rings then the ring 
R = T(2l) acts on A, via the projection px: R + A, and this action turns 
the groups Ci(X) into R-modules. Moreover, a homomorphism ai 
(0 < ib r - 2) is a homomorphism of the cohomological exact sequence 
corresponding to the short exact sequence 
0 + ai+ IPi+* -+ 21,/21i,, + aipIj+, + 0 
of the sheaves of R-modules. Therefore, it is a homomorphism of R- 
modules. The definition of ai also implies that P(i) Ci-*(X) c Ker 8i-z 
where P(i)= r),,+)+ P, for every i, 2 G i < r. 
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In the next section, we will use this complex in a slightly modified form. 
Suppose that X is ranked, has a unique maximal element m and put 
X0 = P = x\ { m}. If X0 is (‘?I 1 X,)-spherical, one can consider the complex 
C = C(X,) of the groups C’= ci(X,,), i= 0, l,..., r - 2. It is convenient to 
augment C on both sides. We put C- ’ = R, 8 ~, : R + Co is the natural 
embedding, CrP’=HrP2(Xo,21) and a,+?: Cr+2+H’P’(Xo,Vl) is the 
natural projection. We denote the augmented complex by C and its 
homology groups by R’(Xo, 2I 1 X0). In order to compute these groups, we 
need the following very general proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If X is a poset with a unique maximal element m 
(X,=x” # @) and 2I is a flasque sheaf of rings on X then H’(X,, 2I ( X0) 
and H’(X,, A,,,) are isomorphic R-modules for every i > 0. Besides, for i = 0 
there exists an exact sequence 
O+RL @(X0, 2lI Xm) -+ if”(Xo, A,) + 0, 
where j is the restriction of the natural embedding R t @,Gx,,, A,. 
Proof We have H’(X,, 2I 1 X0) 1: H’(X, ‘9l”) for every i where 91° is the 
extension by 0 of !&I( X0 to X [IS, II, 10.11. Consider the short exact 
sequence 
041,4141°+o 
of the sheaves of R-modules on A’, where 2I, is the sheaf having the only 
nonzero stalk at m equal to A,. The respective cohomological exact 
sequence is 
. ..~H’(X.~)-tH’(X,~‘)~H’+‘(X,‘U,)~H’+’(X,~)~.... 
Since the sheaf 2I is flasque we have p(X, 2I) = 0 for every i and therefore 
A’(X, ‘$I’) 2: H’+ ‘(A’, ‘$I,,,). Moreover, the cohomology with coefficients in 
‘?I, can be easily reduced to the cohomology with constant coefficients: 
H’+‘(X, 2l,) N A’(Xo, A,) for every i (see, e.g., [l, Lemma 3.11). That 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.2. R’(X,, ‘i!l I X0) N A’(X,, A,), i < r - 2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The ideal P, acts trivially on the R-modules 
Rl(Xo,21\Xo)for i>O. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If X is ‘%-spherical, then the complex C is acyclic, i.e. 
Rl(X,, rUIX,)=O for every i. 
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Remark 4.5. Suppose that the pair (X, ‘8) is such that we can consider 
the complex c and, in addition, every A, (x E X) is an algebra over a field 
F. Then every R-module C’(i = 0, l,..., r - 1) is the direct sum of A, for 
XE X, rk x = i + 1, taken each with some multiplicity (depending on x). 
This follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem. 
5. THE REGULARITY OF STANDARD SYSTEMS 
In this section, we show that either all standard systems are regular or 
neither of them is depending on homological properties of the poset X. To 
simplify the statements we assume throughout the section that all rings 
under consideration are algebras over a fixed field F (and all 
homomorphisms are F-homomorphisms). The main result of this section is 
as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a ranked poset with a unique maximal element, 
let % be a flasque sheaf on X of local integral domains (which are F- 
algebras) and let r be a standard system in the maximal ideal of R = T(a). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i ) r is R-regular, 
(ii) X is F-spherical. 
First, we prove two auxiliary results under the assumption that X is an 
F-spherical ranked poset with a unique maximal element m of rank n, and 
that ‘$I and r = (r, ,..., r,s) are as in 5.1. We study the augmented acyclic 
complex (? of the R-module C’, i = - l,..., n - 1 (see Sect. 4). 
LEMMA 5.2. For every i, 0 < i < n - 1, the sequence (ri+ , ,..., r,,) is 
C’-regular. 
Proof The result follows immediately from the definition of a standard 
system and Remark 4.5. 
Now, it is convenient to introduce the following notation. For every i, 
O<i<n-1, we put Z’=Ker(d:C’+C’+‘)=Im(d:CiP’-+C’) where 
C”’ = 0. For every pair of natural numbers (k, 1) such that 1 d k < 16 s we 
put IiC’= (rk, r k+ l ,..., r,) c’ and ZLZ’= (rk ,..., r,) Z’. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let p, q, and t be such natural numbers that 1 <p < n and 
p<q<t<s. Then I~CP-‘nZP~‘=I~Zp-‘. 
Proof Clearly, it s&ices to prove the inclusion I:CpP ’ n Zp- ’ c 
Z:Zp ~ ‘. We apply induction on n -p. If p = n then the result holds trivially 
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since z”- ’ = c”- ‘. We assume that p < n and the statement holds for 
larger dimensions. 
Now, we apply induction on t - q. If q = t and c E Z; Cl’ - ’ n Zp - ’ then 
c = r,a for some a E Cp ~ ’ and ac = r,da = 0. Since rt is not a zero-divisor in 
CPwehaveaa=O,i.e.,cEI:Zp~‘.Supposethatq<t.Ifc~I:,Cp--‘nZ”~’ 
then there exist aq,..., a, E C”’ ’ such that c = xi=, r,a, and 
i r,c?a,=O. (5.1) 
This equality means that r,aa, E Z;+ , Zp which implies, due to the Cp- 
regularity of (ry ,..., r,), that da, E Zi + ’ C”. Since, at the same time aa, E ZP, 
we can apply the induction hypothesis with respect to n -p. It implies that 
aaYEZ;+,ZP. Since the complex C is acyclic, we have 
4@:+ I CpP ’ + Zpm ‘. In other words, there exist h,, , ,..., h, E CP ’ and 
zy E Zp ’ such that 
u,,=-,+ i rib,. (5.2) 
,=<,+I 
Multiplying by r<,, applying a and substituting in (5.1), we infer that 
CL/+ I r&a, + r,,h;) =O. The induction hypothesis with respect to n-q 
implies now that 
(5.3) 
Comparing (5.3) with (5.2), we conclude that c E Z;,Z”- ‘. 
Remark 5.4. The result of Lemma 5.3 will be used only for q =p + 1. 
Proof of 5.1. (ii) => (i). Since X is F-spherical, we can consider the 
acyclic complex C. Using induction on n -p, we will prove more general 
result: for every p, 1 dp<n, the system (rp,..., r,) is ZpP’ regular. If p =n 
then ZpP ’ = Cpm ’ and the result follows from Lemma 5.2. 
Let p < n. Suppose for some t, p 6 t 6 s, and some a E Z”- ’ we have 
r,a E I;~. ’ Zp ~ ‘. By Lemma 5.2, 
I-- I 
a= C r;h, 
for some big Cp- ‘, i =p,..., t - 1, which proves the result for t =p. If t > p 
we have r,,r,hpEZL;” CpP ‘. Applying again Lemma 5.2 to the system 
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(rp+, ,..., r,-, , rp), we have r,h,, E Z;;‘, Cp- ’ which implies that 
r,ab, EI;;‘, Zp. By the induction hypothesis, abpE I;;‘, ZP and hence 
b,EI~y’,CP~‘+Zp-‘. Since r,EP(p+l) we have r,CP-‘CZP ’ and 
hence a = Ci:d+, ribi (mod Zip’ ZpP I) which proves the result for 
t=p+ 1. If t>p+ 1 we apply Lemma5.3 to b-C:=;+, r,b,. According to 
this lemma, b E IA; \ Zp ~ ’ and the result follows. 
(i) * (ii) Let us suppose that X is not F-spherical. Then we can find an 
element y E X of a minimal rank n,, 3 < n,,<n, such that not all groups 
H’(X”, F) (i = 0, l,..., n, - 3) are 0. Localizing Vl at P = P,., we consider the 
sheaf ‘?I, on x’. According to Theorem 2.1, this sheaf is flasque and 
R, = Q’u,). Since r is an R-regular system, the image of (r, , rz ,..., r,,“- , ) in 
R, is an R,-regular system in the maximal ideal of R,. Hence, without loss 
of generality we can suppose that y = M and X” = X0 = X”’ (where m is the 
maximal element of X). So we assume that the poset X, is F-spherical but 
not all groups R’(X,, F) (i= 0, l,..., n - 3) are 0. This implies that not all 
groups fi’(X,, A,,,) = R’(X”, Yl/ X0) are 0 (see 4.2). Let k be the minimal 
number such that H”(X,, 6% 1 X0) #O. It sufftces to prove that the system 
(r, t rz,..., rk + ?) is not R-regular. 
Let CE Zk\Bk. We define recursively a triangular matrix with entries 
a,,EC”-‘, q=p+ l,..., k + 2, p = 0, l,..., k + 1, subject to the relations 
k+? 
1 r,i3apy=0, p=O, l,..., k+l, (5.4) 
y=p+ I 
aapy= -rp+lap+l.,~ q = p + 2 ,..., k + 2, p = 0 ,..., k + 1. (5.5) 
Forp=k+l weputak+,,k+2= c (satisfying (5.4) because dc = 0). Suppose 
that p <k + 1 and a system (a,,+ ,,p+ 2 ,..., up+ ,,k + J is already defined 
satisfying (5.4). Since rp+ , E P( p + 2) we have rp + , Cp c Zp (see Sect. 4). 
Moreover 
r P+1 C” c BP. (5.6) 
If p < k this follows from the triviality of Hp(X,, 9I 1 X0). If p = k > 0 this 
follows from Corollary 4.3 because r,,+ 1 E P,,. At last, if p = k = 0 the 
inclusion r, Co c R is obvious. The inclusion (5.6) allows us to choose 
spy E Cp ’ (q =p + 2,..., k + 2) satisfying the equalities (5.5). 
In order to define aP.P+, we observe that b = C$$+ 2 ryap+ ,,y E BP. 
Again, the only case when this does not follow from (5.4) for p + 1 and the 
triviality of HP(Xo, $2 1 X0) or from Corollary 4,3, is p = k = 0 and b = rzc. 
And again, the inclusion r2c E R can be easily checked directly, using that 
a(r,c) = r,& = 0. Hence, we can choose ap.p+ , E Cp ’ satisfying 
8QP.P + 1 
= b. One easily checks that the defined 
a,,(q = p + 1, p + 2,..., k + 2) satisfy (5.4). 
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It is convenient to use notation similar to that in Lemma 5.3. We 
put B’ = Im(8: C’-, -C’) (O<i<k) and Z,Bi=(r,,r,+ ,,..., r,+,)B’ 
(1 6tGk-t 1). We also put Z,C’=(r ,,..., vl,+,)Ci(=Z~+,Ci) and hi=&zo,, 
i = 1) 2,..., k + 2. For p = 0 (5.4) reduces to Cf_‘,2 r,h, = 0 or rk + Zhk + z E 
trl ?..., rk + I ) R = I, B” (identifying B” with R). Hence, to complete the proof 
if suffices to show that h, +? $ Z, B”. Suppose on the contrary hn + I = 
aa,, +? E I, B”. Using this as the base of induction on p, we assume that for 
some p, O<p<k- 1, we have ~u,,,~+~EZ,,+,B~. Due to (5.5) this can be 
rewritten as rp + , ap + ,,k + z E I, + , BP or, in other words, there exists no BP 
such that r,+,(a,+,3k+l-d)EZ,,+z BP. Using the regularity of the system 
(r,, + , , rp + 2 ,..., rk + , ) in C”, we have a, + ,,x + z - d E Z, + 1 C” and, applying P, 
~a,+l.h+~~~p.2BP+‘. In particular for p = k - 1, we have proved that 
rk+,c= -?ak.k+z E (rA + , ) Bh which immediately implies that L’ E Bh. Since 
that contradicts the choice of c, the proof is complete. 
6. COHEN-MACAULAY SECTION RINGS 
In this section we use Theorem 5.1 to obtain conditions on a poset and a 
flasque sheaf of regular rings, equivalent to the Cohen-Macaulayness of the 
section ring. More specilicly, we obtain conditions under which standard 
systems become maximal regular R-systems. Since for each .Y E X of rank i, 
a standard system has exactly i- 1 elements in P,, we need to show that 
under certain conditions depth,% R < i - 1. 
The first result on an upper bound of the depth is a simple combinatorial 
analogue of [9, Proposition 2.11. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X he a preluttice, 91 u ,flusque sheaf of inregral 
domains on X and R = T(V1). Jf‘ z E X is such that X’ is disconnected then 
depth._R < 1. 
Pro@: Due to Theorem 2.1 and inequality depth,R 6 depth R,. [I 1, 
p. 1021, it suffices to consider the case when : is the unique maximal 
element of X. If X’ = @ (i.e., X = {z 1) the result is trivial. If X’ # @ we 
denote by Y a connected component of X’ and put Z = X’\ Y. Let r, and 
rZE P,. Define aieR (i= 1, 2) by a,(.u)=r;(x) if IE Y and a,(.~)=0 
otherwise. Then, we have a, r2 = u2r,. On the other hand, if a, = hr, for 
some h E R then for h(z) to be defined, r, should be 0 either on Y or on Z. 
But this would imply that r, is a zero-divisor in R. Hence, the system 
(r , , rz) is never regular and the result follows. 
Putting stronger conditions on X and 81, we can find an upper bound of 
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the depth and even of the height of P, for connected x’. Recall that we call 
a prelattice atomic if its each element is the join of atoms. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let X be an atomic prelattice and YI a sharp jlasque sheaf 
of regular integral domains on X. Suppose also that X’ is disconnected only 
for z E X such that ht P, = 1. Then 
(i ) X is ranked, 
(ii) ht P., = rk(x) - 1 ,for eoery XE X. 
ProoJ To prove (i), it suffices to prove the following: (i’) for every 
,Y E X all maximal chains .Y, < .K~ < . .. < I,, = .Y have the same length 
(denoted by rk (.x)). 
To prove both (i’) and (ii), we use induction on .Y. If x is an atom then 
(i’) is obvious and (ii) follows immediately from 1.4. Assume that x is not 
an atom and (i’) and (ii) hold for every .Y’ <.Y. If X’ is disconnected then 
Proposition 6.1 implies that ht P, = 1. This implies that all predecessors of 
.Y are atoms, whence (i’) holds and rk(.u) = 2 = ht P., + 1. Hence, we can 
assume that X’ is connected. Let u and u be two distinct predecessors of .v 
such that there exists an atom JJ, J’ < U, >I< v. Such u and u exist because ,Y 
is the join of atoms and X‘ is connected. Note that for every .Y’ E X, 
y6.u’ <.K, we have 
ht( P./P,.) 3 rk(.u’) - 1 = ht( P.,.) > ht( P.,./P, ) 
and hence 
ht(PJP,.) = ht P,,. (6.1) 
Put M’ = u A u and denote by z a successor of M‘ such that z d D (hence, 
z 4 u). One can easily see that u v 2 = .Y which, according to 1.3, implies 
that P., = P, + P, and P.,/P,,. = PJP,,. + PI/P,,. in R ,,,. Since R,, is regular, 
we can apply a theorem of Serre’s [ 13, Chap. V, p. 181 which gives 
WWP,,.) d ht(f’,lP,,.) + ht(f’JP,, 1. (6.2) 
Since the regular ring R?. is catenary [ 11, 14.B, 16.B, 17.F], we can deduce, 
using (6.1 ) for U, z and W, (6.2), and (ii) for U, z and W, that 
WW,.) = WPJP,,.) + ht(P,,.lP,.) d WPJP,,.) + ht(P,,.lP,.) + ht(P,lP,, 1 
= ht(P,/P.,.) + ht(P,/P,,.) - ht(P,,./P,.) = rk(u) - 1 + 1 = rk(u). 
Since clearly ht( P.,/P,) > rk(u) we have 
ht( P,/P,.) = rk(u). (6.3) 
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Substituting u instead of u in (6.3) we conclude that 
rk(u) = rk(v). (6.4) 
Now, the equality (6.4) can be extended by transitivity to all predecessors 
of x, which proves (i’). Similarly, the equality (6.3) can be extended by 
transitivity to all atoms less than .Y, which proves (ii). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let X he an atomic prelattice and YI a sharp jlasque 
sheaf of regular integral domains on X. Jf R = r(2l) is CM then the con- 
clusions qf Theorem 6.2 hold. 
Proof: Since R is CM, for every z E X, we have depth,. R = ht P,. Then 
Proposition 6.1 gives the extra condition which one -needs to apply 
Theorem 6.2. 
Now, we are able to prove the main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let X he an atomic prelattice. Let U he a sharp jlasque 
sheaf on X of regular algebras over a ,field F and R = f(a). Then the follo\v- 
ing conditions are equivalent. 
(i) R is CM, 
(ii) X is ranked, F-spherical and ht P, = rk(.u) - 1 ,for ever?’ .Y E X. 
Remark 6.5. Let us emphasize that the third part of (ii) is a condition 
on the homomorphisms p,,, of 2I. In fact, it is equivalent to Ker p,,,. being 
an ideal of height 1 in A ~ for each .Y E X and each successor J’ of .Y. 
Proqf: (i) * (ii) The first and third parts of (ii) follow immediately from 
Corollary 6.3. To prove the second part, we take ?CE X and localize 2I at 
P,. The poset X’ and the sheaf 21p, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.3 
(in particular R,, = f(%,,) is CM since R is CM). Hence, there exists a 
RpY-regular standard system in the maximal ideal of R,,. Applying 
Theorem 5.1, we see that X‘ is F-spherical. 
(ii) =- (i) Let A4 be a miximal ideal of R. It s&ices to prove that R, is 
CM. According to Theorem 2.1, R,,, = r(2l,) where a,,,, is a sheaf of local 
regular F-algebras on XM = {-Y E X 1 P., c M}. Besides, according to 
Corollary 2.2, XM has a unique maximal element. On can easily check now 
that all conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Hence, there exists a stan- 
dard system r in the maximal ideal ii;i of R,. Let us notice that the number 
of elements in r equals the dimension of R,. Since XM is F-spherical, 
Theorem 5.1 implies that r is R,,,-regular which completes the proof. 
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7. EXAMPLES: THE STANLEY-REISNER RINGS AND OTHERS 
In the first part of this section, we interpret the Stanley-Reisner rings as 
rings of sections and show that the Reisner theorem follows from 
Theorem 6.4. 
Let us recall the definition of the Stanley-Reisner (or face) rings 
[12, 143. Let K be a finite simplicial complex (4~ K) with vertices 
(x, ,..., x,}, and F a field. Denote by Z(K) the ideal of F[X, ,..., A’,] 
generated by the square free monomials Xi,X,. . . X, such that {xi, ,..., xi,} 
is not a simplex of K. Then A(K) = F[X,,..., X,]/Z(K) is called the 
Stanley-Reisner ring of K. 
Now, we define X(K) to be the poset of all intersections of the maximal 
simpiexes of K with the order opposite to inclusion. For each simplex 
u = {x,,..., xi,} E X(K) we put F, = F[X,,,..., X,] (in particular, Fb = F if 
VEX). If cc7 we define par: E; -t F, by p,,(X,) = X, if X,E (r and 
p,,(X,) = 0 otherwise. Clearly, the collection of F, and ppr forms a sheaf 9 
of F-algebras on X(K). 
Let us list several obvious properties of X(K) and $. 
7.1. X(K) is an atomic prelattice. 
7.2. For every acK, put lk(o)=(~EKIrna=@, TUCTEK} (lk(a) 
is the link of 0). If GE X(K) then X(lk(a)) N X(K)“. 
7.3. For every 7 E K, lk(r) is a cone if and only if 7 4 X(K). 
7.4. j is a sharp sheaf of regular F-algebras. 
Now, we will prove several slightly less obvious properties of X(K) 
and 3. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. If K is not a cone then H*(K, F) N H*(X(K)“, F). 
Therefore for every CJ E X(K), we have H* (lk( u), F) N H* (X( K)“, F). 
Proof: Suppose that K is not a cone and consider the covering of X(K)” 
by the sets X(K), where 7 is an atom of X(K). Denote by N the nerve of the 
covering. By the Folkman theorem [6], H*(N, F) N ZIZ*(X(K)~, F). Con- 
sider now the poset K, of all non-empty simplexes of K ordered by 
inclusion and the covering of K, by the sets K, where 7 is a miximal 
element of K,. Clearly, the nerve of this covering coincides with N. 
Applying [6] again, we have 
H*(X(K)“, F) N H*(N, F) 2: H*(K,, F) N H*(K, F). 
The second statement follows immediately, due to 7.2 and 7.3. 
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PROPOSITION 7.6. (i) The sheaf f is flusque. (ii) r(j) = A(K). 
Proqf. Follows easily from Corollary 1.11 and Proposition 1.10. 
Now we can infer the Reisner theorem from 6.4. 
REISNER'S THEREM. [ 121 The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A(K) is CM, 
(ii) for every simplex r~ E K and every i < dim Ik(a) we have 
H’(lk(a), F) = 0. 
Proof: First, if K is a cone over a subcomplex L then A(K) = A(L) [ X] 
whence A(K) is CM if and only if A(L) is CM (see [ll]). On the other 
hand, the set of the links of the simplexes of K consists of all links (with 
respect to L) of the simplexes of L and certain cones. Hence, we can reduce 
the problem to the case when K is not a cone. 
Now, the properties 7.1, 7.4, and 7.6 allow us to apply Theorem 6.4. The 
implication (i)= (ii) immediately follows from this theorem and the 
properties 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5. 
Suppose (ii) holds. In particular for i =O, it implies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 6.2. Then, Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 imply (i). 
OTHER EXAMPLES 
A wider class of examples of section rings of flasque sheaves with 
polynomial stalks can be obtained by applying the construction of 
Corollary 1.9 to a poset X with more than one maximal element. If X is an 
atomic prelattice then Theorem 6.4 allows us to find out which of these 
rings are CM. We give two simple examples of the kind. 
Figures 1 and 2 represent the Hasse diagrams of the posets. The sheaves 
are given by their stalks shown at the points and the homomorphisms pJ.r 
for each pair (x, y) such that y is a successor of x. The homomorphisms 
F F F 
cpP(xi = 1 - 2 
VP(Y) = 2 
F[X.Ul F[Y,Vl F[ X,YI 
FICUKE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
(except cp in Fig. 1) are given by their kernels shown at the edges and the 
convention that they preserve the common indeterminants of the rings. 
According to Theorem 6.4, the section ring of the sheaf in Fig. 1 is CM 
for every F and the one in Fig. 2 is not CM for every F. 
Remark 7.7. The section rings of the examples as well as the 
Stanley-Reisner rings are the coordinate rings of unions of subspaces of 
afline spaces. I intend to consider this class of rings systematically 
elsewhere. 
Remark 7.8. It is easy to prove that there exists no flasque sheaf of 
regular rings with a CM section ring on the poset of Fig. 2. This leads to 
the problem of a characterization of the prelattices on which such sheaves 
exist. 
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